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MA251 
Computer Assessment: “Classification Techniques” 

Answer Key 
 

Instructions: The solution to the assessments is provided in the R code below.  Copy 
and paste the code to the R command window.  The numeral (#) indicates a comment. 
 

# Import SVM library  

library(e1071) 

# Task 1: Loading data and separate into training and test sets. 

# Load breast cancer data 

breastcancerdata <- read.csv('breast-cancer-wisconsin.data',head=TRUE) 

# Checking the names of the data columns. "Class" contains information on tumor type: 
benign and malignant. 

names(breastcancerdata) 

# Separate classes and predictors  

predictor <- subset(breastcancerdata,select=c(-Samplecodenumber,-Class)) 

classes <- subset(breastcancerdata,select=Class) 

# Separate the data into a training set and a test set 

predictortrain <- predictor[1:350 ,] 

classestrain <- classes[1:350 ,] 

predictortest <- predictor[351:699,] 

classestest <- classes[351:699,] 

 

#Task 2: Build a SVM model using the training set.  Validate the model against the test 
set. 

# Use svm() to build the model from training set 

model <- svm(predictortrain, classestrain) 

# Display the model 

summary(model) 
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# Generate predictions for the test set 

predictions <- predict(model, predictortest) 

# Use table() to create a 2x2 comparison table 

validation <- table(predictions,t(classestest)) 

 

# Calculate accuracy, which is equal to the number of correct classifications. 

accuracy = (validation[1]+validation[4])/sum(validation) 

cat(sprintf('Testing %d misses (%.2f%% accuracy)\n',  

        validation[2]+validation[3],  accuracy* 100)) 

 

#Task 3: Examine SVM performance using polynomial kernels. 

# Creating a function to build several SVM models with different degrees of polynomial 
and costs 

run_polynomial_svm <- function(predictortrain, classestrain, predictortest, classestest, 
cost) { 

cat(sprintf('==== SVM; cost = %f ====\n', cost)) 

 # Changing different polynomial kernels. You can vary the space of degree that you 
want to explore here 

 for (degree in 2:6) { 

cat(sprintf("---- Degree %d polynomial ----\n", degree)) 

model <- svm(predictortrain, classestrain,kernel = 'polynomial', degree = degree, cost = 
cost) 

predictions <- predict(model, predictortest) 

validation <- table(predictions,t(classestest)) 

 

accuracy = (validation[1]+validation[4])/sum(validation) 

cat(sprintf('Testing %d misses (%.2f%% accuracy)\n', validation[2]+validation[3],  
accuracy* 100)) 
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    } 

 } 

# Build SVM models with different costs. 

for (cost in seq(0.5, 3, by = 0.25)) { 

    run_polynomial_svm(predictortrain, classestrain, predictortest, classestest, cost) 

} 

# The outputs suggest that a third degree polynomial and a cost of 0.5 provides the best 
validation of the test set. 
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